PPP Project Team on Water and Sanitation

Conference call Tuesday, 4 October 2016 (14:30-15:30 CET)

Draft Agenda

1. Outcome of the PPP forum (March 2016);
2. Results of the survey about countries where the draft applies;
3. Updated version of the draft on PPP in water & sanitation;
4. Update on the cross-sectoral chapeau document;
5. List of team members: biographies;
6. Future events & AOB.

Documents:

- The report “International UNECE PPP Forum Implementing the United Nations 2030 Agenda through effective, people-first Public-Private Partnerships” made by the secretariat following the conference held at Palais des Nations, Geneva, 30 March - 1 April 2016;
- Draft standard on PPPs in water and sanitation (updated version);
- The Team Member Bios (please check E-mail and mobile if relevant, the text, missing bios & pictures).